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Welcome to the Joseph Joseph Spring 2014 Product Collection.

We hope you enjoy exploring our biggest range yet of innovative kitchenware 

and find plenty of inspiration for the season ahead.

After celebrating our 10th Anniversary in 2013 we’re looking forward to the 

next 10 years and to continuing with our mission to create beautifully functional 

products that delight people with their intelligent design and enduring quality.

This season we’re really excited to announce the launch of two key kitchen 

storage ranges. Although designed for different storage tasks, both combine a 

simple idea with carefully crafted design details to create storage solutions that 

look great and make fabulous use of space.

Other notable products joining the range this season include a unique pair of 

scissors that combine two cutting tools in one compact design and an extremely 

useful set of bag clips, each with its own write-on/wipe-off surface. Now you 

can easily keep track of opened food packets in your refrigerator, freezer or 

cupboards, helping to reduce the amount of food that’s wasted.

Alongside these new designs you’ll also find all of our current range, which 

includes some of the most iconic and innovative kitchenware of the last 10 years.

Last but not least, we’re delighted to announce the opening of two new Joseph 

Joseph offices - one in Paris and the other in New York. With their dedicated 

sales and customer service teams they’ll be able to build on our success in both 

of these key markets.

Alongside our experienced UK office we can continue to offer exceptional service 

to customers in Europe, the USA and beyond.
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It all started with a chopping board.

Twin brothers Antony and Richard Joseph grew up in a family with a long history of 

industrial glass manufacturing and engineering.

The family business, started by their grandfather in 1936, originally produced everything 

from vehicle wing mirrors to fridge shelves. But eventually it diversified into making 

decorative glass chopping boards, illustrated with rustic scenes. When tastes changed

and demand began to wane it was clear a fresh approach was needed.

Having both trained in product design, the brothers were now embarking on their early 

careers – Antony as a freelance product designer and Richard studying for a master’s degree 

in design and manufacturing at Cambridge. When their father asked them to look at 

reinventing the glass chopping board range, they jumped at the chance.

After early success with their creative, colourful designs, their entrepreneurial spirit kicked in 

and in 2003 they decided to go it alone – and with that the Joseph Joseph brand was born.

Their big leap forward though came from a simple observation - many everyday objects can 

actually create problems for the user through poor design. In addition, many tasks around 

the home could be made much easier and more enjoyable with a little intelligent thinking. 

From this light-bulb moment Antony and Richard knew they’d found a way to differentiate 

Joseph Joseph from other brands. And it set them on a path that was to create some truly

iconic kitchenware. 

There’s something special about a Joseph Joseph product that sets it apart from

the competition. First it engages you with its innovative design. Then it captivates you

with its functional benefits. Finally, it assures you with its high quality materials and

attention to detail.

Joseph Joseph’s ability to blend innovative design, contemporary styling and a distinctive

use of colour is unique within the industry. While many brands concentrate on just one of 

these aspects, Joseph Joseph focuses on the whole user experience – creating products

that work beautifully and are a pleasure to have around the home.

Since 2003 the brand has expanded successfully into many product areas and it

continues to explore new housewares categories. It may have all started with a simple

glass chopping board but Joseph Joseph is now one of the fastest growing companies in

the worldwide housewares market and it continues to earn accolades and awards for

its unique, innovative designs.
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Kitchen Storage
Every kitchen needs great storage. Whether it’s coordinated 

container sets displayed on a kitchen shelf or practical airtight 

containers for storing food in a fridge - functionality, versatility 

and looks are key. In recognition of its importance as a category, 

this season Joseph Joseph introduce two significant new

food storage ranges.
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Nest™ Storage
Compact storage  
container sets
Designed by Morph

Design registered

The problem with most sets of storage 

containers is that they take up precious 

cupboard space when not in use and 

usually require lids and bases to be stored 

separately. This can make pairing the 

corresponding elements a real hassle.

This innovative, space-saving design 

neatly combines the bases and lids for 

six sizes of storage container in the same  

space as one. 

Bases nest neatly inside each other and 

lids snap conveniently together making 

them very easy to find - and all elements 

are clearly colour-coded for speedy pairing.  

When closed all containers are airtight.

Lids and bases - freezer, microwave and 

dishwasher safe.

SPRING 2014  07

Airtight silicone sealsColour-coded dots in each base make 
finding the right lid easy

Easy-find snap-together lids

Nest™  Storage 
Set of 4

230 ml / 8 oz

540 ml / 18 oz

1.1 L / 37 oz

1.85 L / 63 oz

3 L / 101 oz

4.5 L / 152 oz

230 ml / 8 oz

540 ml / 18 oz

1.1 L / 37 oz

1.85 L / 63 oz

Nest™ Storage - Multi-colour

Set of 6 containers

(81005)
(81009) USA only

Nest™ Storage - Multi-colour

Set of 4 containers

(81006)
(81010) USA only

Dimensions   26 x 20.5 x 13.5 cm  

(10 x 8 x 5¼ inches)  

Dimensions   21 x 16 x 11 cm  

(8 x 6¼ x 4¼ inches)

Nest™  Storage 
Set of 6

Nest™ Storage display unit

Displays both sets

40 x 32 x 49 cm    

(15¾ x 12½ x 19 inches)

(97002)

NEW



These stylish kitchen storage sets 

comprise individual glass jars of various 

sizes that all stack neatly together on 

their own rotating carousels.

FoodStore™ is a set of 6 large jars perfect 

for storing dry foods such as tea, coffee, 

pasta and beans. SpiceStore™ is a set of 

10 small jars which are ideal for storing 

whole and ground spices.

FoodStore™ & SpiceStore™ Carousels
Glass storage jar sets with rotating bases
Designed by Morph

Design registered
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NEW

Tough
borosilicate

glass jars 

Made from tough borosilicate glass, all 

jars have stackable airtight lids that help 

keep food fresher for longer. Also each 

carousel has a non-slip base and a smooth, 

rotating mechanism, making every jar 

easily accessible. Both units fit neatly onto 

a kitchen worktop or inside a cupboard. 

Containers and lids - dishwasher safe.

Base - wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Stackable design

Both sets have a rotating base

Dimensions   20 x 21.5 x 32 cm    (8 x 8 x 12½ inches) 

FoodStore™ - White

(81001)

FoodStore™ - Grey

(81002)

Removeable label tabs in lids

(SpiceStore™ only)

Airtight silicone seals

Dimensions   15 x 15 x 21 cm    (6 x 6 x 8  inches)

SpiceStore™ - White

(81003)
SpiceStore™ - Grey

(81004)
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FoodStore™ contents:

1 x 1.7 L jar (57 oz)

3 x 0.8 L jars (27 oz)

2 x 0.3 L jars (10 oz)

Rotating base

SpiceStore™ contents:

2 x 0.2 L jars (6.5 oz)

8 x 85 ml jars (3 oz)

Rotating base
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Melamine Bread Bin
with cutting board lid
Designed by Morph

Design registered

A stylish storage solution for the modern 

kitchen, this bread bin is made from 

100% melamine and has a high-quality 

beech lid. The base is very durable and 

easy to clean and the beech lid has been 

specially designed to double as a cutting 

board, thereby saving space as well as 

protecting the worktop.

This new, updated design has a curvier 

shape and practical crumb-catching 

grooves cut into the face of the cutting 

board lid.

Melamine base - dishwasher safe.

Beech lid - wash and dry by hand.

Dimensions   35 x 21.5 x 18.5 cm   (13¾ x 8½ x 7¼ inches)

Melamine Bread Bin - Black

(80042)
Not available in the USA

Melamine Bread Bin -  White

(80041)
Not available in the USA

Beech lid doubles as a cutting board

Utensils 
& Gadgets
This extensive range of kitchen tools

have been intelligently designed to make 

just about every cooking task easier and 

more enjoyable. The range includes clever 

utensils designed to improve hygiene

and reduce mess, as well as innovative 

gadgets that perform a variety of functions 

and are packed with useful features.
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Twin-Cut™

Compact 2-in-1 scissors
Designed by Goodwin Hartshorn

Design registered

In most homes, drawer space is at a 

premium. So the unique, streamlined 

design of these multi-purpose scissors 

makes them a great solution - when 

locked closed they take up little more 

room than an average table knife! 

To use simply slide the soft-grip catch 

forward with your thumb and the blades 

gently open. The thumb-controlled 

cutting action feels intuitive to use and 

their spring-loaded, stainless-steel blades 

are a pleasure to cut with. When locked 

closed, a serrated edge on the outside 

of the bottom blade also turns them into 

a handy box cutter too. A convenient 

hanging hole in the handle completes

the features.

Wipe blades clean with a damp cloth.

Dimensions   22.3 x 3 x 1.5 cm    (8¾ x 1 x ½ inches)

Twin-Cut™ - White

(10093)
Twin-Cut™ - Green

(10090)

Twin-Cut™ counter-top

merchandiser

Contains 16 (8 x Green, 8 x White)

Disposable

14 x 14 x 9 cm 

(5½ x 5½ x 3½ inches)

(10069)

Easy to use scissors Handy integrated box cutter Beautifully compact when stored

NEW
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Note Clips™

Multi-purpose magnetic  
bag clips
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

These smart, versatile clips can be used 

for a variety of household tasks and also 

have a handy dry-wipe surface, allowing 

messages and notes to be written 

directly onto them. They are perfect for 

sealing bags and packets whilst making 

a note of the contents or other key 

information, such as Best Before dates. 

They can also be used to hold messages 

or notes, such as shopping lists, 

and then attached to a fridge door or 

other metallic surface. They are available 

as a set of three with their own dry-wipe 

pen, which also conveniently stores in the 

handle of any clip.

Clips - freezer and refrigerator safe.  

Pen - replace cap firmly after use.

Dimensions   Clip 6.4 x 5 x 2.8 cm   (2½ x 2 x 1 inches)       Pen 1 x 1 x 14.3 cm   (½ x ½ x 5 ½ inches)

Note Clips™ (pen included)

(8100) 

Write-on/wipe-off surface Magnetic back and pen holder Conveniently label opened packets

NEW
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Elevate™ Wood Spoon - Putty

(10081)
Elevate™ Wood Batter Spoon - Putty

(10082)
Elevate™ Wood Turner - Putty

(10083)

Dimensions   Tools 32 x 6 x 2.5 cm   (12½ x 2½ x ¾ inches)   Carousel 16 x 36.5 x 16 cm   (6¼ x 14¼ x 6¼ inches)  

Elevate™ Wood Batter Spoon - Grey

(10095) USA only
Elevate™ Wood Solid Spoon - Grey

(10096) USA only

Elevate™ Wood Turner - Grey

(10099) USA only

Elevate™ Wood Slotted Spoon - Grey

(10097) USA only
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Elevate™ Wood Kitchen Tools
with integrated tool rests
Concept by Gillian Westley

Designed by Derek Roberts

Design registered

Elevate™ Wood combines the natural look of 

beech wood with the heat-resistant qualities 

of silicone. The tools are available individually 

or as a stylish carousel set.

Elevate™ Wood Carousel comprises five 

essential tools plus a smart rotating storage 

stand with a non-slip base. Simply twist the 

top of the unit to rotate the carousel for easy 

tool selection.

The Elevate™ range of kitchen tools has 

been specifically designed to improve 

hygiene and minimise the mess made 

by placing utensils onto kitchen surfaces 

during use. Each tool has an innovative, 

weighted handle with an integrated tool 

rest, ensuring that when an Elevate™ 

utensil is placed down, its head is always 

raised off of the work surface.

Elevate™ Wood tools are perfect for all types 

of cookware and their handles are heat-

resistant up to 270ºC/520ºF.

Tools – wash and dry by hand.

Carousel – wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Elevate™ Wood Carousel - Putty

(10087)
Elevate™ Wood Carousel - Grey

(10089)

Batter
Spoon

Solid
Spoon

Slotted 
Spoon

Spaghetti
Server

Turner Storage
Stand

Carousel sets contain:
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Elevate™

Palette Knife - Blue

Dimensions: 34.5 x 3 x 2.3 cm

(13½ x 1½ x 1 inches) 

(10009)

Elevate™ Spatula - Small

Dimensions: 26 x 4 x 3 cm

(10¼ x 1½ x 1¼ inches)

(10001)

Elevate™ Spatula - Large

Dimensions: 28 x 5 x 3 cm

(11 x 2 x 1¼ inches)

(10002)

Elevate™ Spoon Spatula

Dimensions: 27.5 x 5.5 x 3 cm

(11 x 2¼ x 1¼ inches)

(10003)

Elevate™ Spatula Set

Contains 1 x small, 1 x large

and 1 x spoon spatula

(10006)

Elevate™

Multi-colour Tool Set

Contains 6 tools:

Slotted Spoon

Spaghetti Server

Solid Spoon

Slotted Turner

Flexible Turner

Ladle

(ELGB0100CB)

The Elevate™ range comprises a variety of 

essential kitchen tools, including spoons, 

turners, tongs and spatulas. All have easy-

grip handles and are perfect for use with 

non-stick cookware. Tools with nylon heads 

are heat-resistant up to 200°C/392°F and 

silicone spatulas are heat-resistant up to 

270°C/520°F.

Tools are available individually or in a variety 

of sets, which come stylishly boxed making 

Elevate™

Slotted Turner - Green

Dimensions: 30 x 9 x 7 cm

(12 x 3½ x 3 inches) 

(ELSLT0100SW)

Elevate™

Spaghetti Server - Orange

Dimensions: 30 x 7 x 7 cm

(12 x 3 x 3 inches) 

(MELSPC0100SW)

Elevate™

Slotted Spoon - Dark Green

Dimensions: 30 x 7 x 7 cm

(12 x 3 x 3 inches) 

(MELSLS0100SW)

Elevate™

Ladle - Yellow

Dimensions: 30 x 9 x 8 cm

(12 x 3½ x 3 inches)

 (MELLAD0100SW)

Elevate™

Solid Spoon - Red

Dimensions: 30 x 7 x 7 cm

(12 x 3 x 3 inches)

 (MELSS0100SW)

Elevate™

Skimmer - Teal

Dimensions: 32 x 11 x 7 cm

(12½ x 4¼ x 3 inches)

(10010)

Elevate™

Flexible Turner - Aubergine

Dimensions: 30 x 5 x 7 cm

(12 x 2 x 3 inches)

(MELFLT0100SW)

Elevate™

Extra Large Turner - Dark Pink

Dimensions: 32 x 14.5 x 5.5 cm

(12½ x 5¾ x 2¼ inches)

 (10055)

Elevate™ Tongs Large -

Dark Grey/Green

Dimensions: 30.5 x 3.5 x 6 cm

(12 x 1¼ x 2½ inches)

(10088)

them an ideal gift. Elevate™ Carousel Set 

comprises six tools from the range with a 

rotating storage stand. Made from tough 

ABS plastic and with a non-slip rubber base, 

the carousel is perfect for storing on the 

kitchen worktop. Simply twist the knob

at the top to rotate the unit for easy

tool selection.

Tools - dishwasher safe.

Carousel - wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Elevate™
Carousel Set
Contains rotating 

storage stand plus

six essential tools:

Slotted Spoon

Spaghetti Server

Solid Spoon

Slotted Turner

Flexible Turner

Ladle

Dimensions:

34 x 23 x 23 cm

(13½ x 9 x 9 inches)

Elevate™

Carousel Set - Multi-colour

(10004)

Elevate™

Carousel Set - Putty

(10027)

Elevate™

Jar Spoon

Dimensions: 24 x 2.5 x 3.5 cm

(9½ x 1 x 1½ inches)

(10007)

Elevate™

Pastry Brush

Dimensions: 25 x 3.5 x 3 cm

(10 x 1½ x 1¼ inches)

(10008)
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Elevate™ Kitchen Tools
with integrated tool rests
Concept by Gillian Westley

Designed by Derek Roberts

Design registered

The Elevate™ range of kitchen tools has 

been specifically designed to improve 

hygiene and minimise the mess made 

by placing utensils onto kitchen surfaces 

during use. Each tool has an innovative, 

weighted handle with an integrated tool 

rest, ensuring that when an Elevate™ 

utensil is placed down, its head is always 

raised off of the work surface.
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4¼” Serrated knife

(10072)

5” Santoku knife

(10073)

6” Chef’s knife

(10074)

8” Bread knife

(10076)

8” Carving knife

(10075)

3½” Paring knife

(10071)

Elevate™ Knives Carousel Set

acrylic display case

22 x 22 x 40 cm  

(8¾ x 8¾ x 15¾ inches)

(99951)

NB. Image shows two units to
gether

Hanging packaging includes

protective knife storage sheath

Elevate™ Knives free-standing  

merchandiser Suitable for use  

with all Elevate™ Knives  

hanging packaging

Single unit: 35 x 23 x 42 cm

(13¾ x 9 x 16½ inches)

(99952)

3-piece Elevate™ Knife Set -  

Multi-colour

(10086)

Elevate™ Knives Carousel Set

(10077)
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Elevate™ Knives
with integrated knife rests
Concept by Gillian Westley

Designed by Derek Roberts

Design registered

The Elevate™ range of kitchen tools has 

been specifically designed to improve 

hygiene and minimise the mess made 

by placing utensils onto kitchen surfaces 

during use. Each tool has an innovative, 

weighted handle with an integrated tool rest, 

ensuring that when an Elevate™ utensil is 

placed down, its head is always raised off of 

the work surface.

Elevate™ Knives are all made from stainless 

steel and have non-stick, silicone-coated 

blades and comfortable, ergonomic handles. 

They are available individually with their own 

protective storage sheath or as a set of six 

with a stylish, rotating knife block.

Elevate™ Knives Carousel Set includes a 

sturdy knife block with a non-slip base and 

universal, magnetic knife slots that hold 

the knives securely in place when stored. 

This innovative design means that any 

Elevate™ knife can be stored in any slot, 

regardless of blade length.

Knives - wash and dry by hand.

Carousel - wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Rotating knife block with magnetic knife slots
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Jumbo Turner™

with serrated cutting edge
Designed by Morph

Design registered

This oversized kitchen utensil makes 

handling large or awkward foods easy. 

Perfect for lifting and turning large fish 

or meat fillets, fried eggs and pancakes, 

it also has a sharp, serrated cutting edge 

for dividing food into smaller portions 

before serving.

Made from toughened nylon, it’s suitable 

for use with non-stick cookware and

heat-resistant up to 200°C/392°F.

Dishwasher safe.

Jumbo Turner™ - Green

(10051)

Jumbo Turner™ - Grey

(10053)

Jumbo Turner™ - Red

(10052)

Uni-tool™

The 5-in-1 kitchen utensil
Designed by Derek Roberts

Design registered

If you’re tired of searching through the 

kitchen drawer for the correct utensil, or 

simply want to reduce clutter, Uni-tool™  

is the perfect solution. The ultimate in 

space-saving design, Uni-tool™  is five 

utensils in one. Made from tough nylon 

and silicone, it is safe for use with

non-stick cookware and heat-resistant up 

to 200°C/392°F. Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   30.3 x 6.8 x 2.2 cm   (12 x 2¾ x 1 inches)    

Uni-tool™ - Grey

(UNITG0100SW)
Uni-tool™  - Red

(UNITR0100SW)

1. Slotted spoon 2. Turner 3. Cutting tool 4. Solid spoon 5. Spatula

Suitable for use with

small free-standing merchandiser

33 x 22.5 x 43 cm     

(13 x 9 x 17 inches)   

(99985)

Dimensions   36 x 12 x 3.5 cm   (14 x 5 x 1½ inches)
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Nest™ Utensils
Compact kitchen tool set
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

Nest™ is the ultimate collection of practical, 

space-saving kitchenware comprising 

a unique range of food preparation 

sets. Their innovative design allows the 

individual elements within each set to 

be stacked perfectly together, thereby 

occupying the absolute minimum amount 

of space.

Nest™ Utensils comprises five essential 

kitchen tools in a compact, self-supporting 

design which eliminates the need for an 

additional utensil pot. The set contains a 

slotted spatula, spaghetti server, slotted 

spoon, solid spoon and a ladle. When 

nested the tools are held securely in place 

by small magnets in the handles. Made 

from toughened nylon, all tools are heat-

resistant up to 200°C/392°F.

Dishwasher safe.

Slotted Spatula

Spaghetti Server

Slotted Spoon

Solid Spoon

Ladle

Dimensions   33 x 11 x 10 cm   (13 x 4¼ x 4 inches)

Nest™ Utensils - 

Multi-colour

(10061)

Nest™ Utensils - 

Tonal Grey

(10063)



Scoop™ Straining Ladle - Red

(10047)

Scoop™ Straining Ladle - Grey

(10046)
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Scoop™

Straining ladle
Designed by Morph

Design registered

This handly utensil is perfect for scooping, 

draining and serving small cooked 

vegetables straight from a hot pan.

It is heat-resistant up to 200°C/392°F and 

suitable for all types of cookware.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions  27.5 x 10.2 x 7.5 cm   (10¾ x 4 x 3 inches)

Scoop™ Straining Ladle - Green

(10045)

Scoop™

with measurements - Green

(10042)
Not available in the USA

Scoop™

with measurements - Grey

(10041)
Not available in the USA

Scoop™

with measurements
Designed by Morph

Design registered

Ideal for taking quick, approximate 

scoops direct from large containers such 

as rice or flour sacks, this handy utensil 

can also be used as a conventional 

serving spoon.

Dishwasher safe.

Now you can scoop and measure 

dry foods and liquids with ease using 

this dedicated kitchen tool. Its large 

scoop head has metric and imperial 

measurements (ml and cups) clearly 

moulded inside, a long handle for 

comfort and a hanging hole for 

convenient storage.

Dimensions  30 x 10 x 4.5 cm   (11 ¾ x 4 x 1 ¾ inches)

Scoop™

with measurements - Red

(10043)
Not available in the USA

Scoop and measure from  
large packs

Measure directly over a panMetric and imperial measurements clearly marked

Scoop™ Large - Green

(SCG016SW)

Scoop™ Small - Green

(10011)

Scoop™ Large - Grey

(SCGR016SW)

Scoop™ Small - Grey

(10012)

Scoop™ Large - Aubergine

(10025)

Scoop™ Small - Aubergine

(10016)
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Scoop™

Colander
Designed by Morph

Design registered

Heat-resistent up to 200°C/392°F and 

available in two practical sizes.

Dishwasher safe.

This simple kitchen utensil allows you to 

quickly and efficiently scoop and drain 

food straight from a pan or oven dish.

Perfect for deep-frying, it eliminates the 

need to drain hot liquids from heavy pans 

before removing food. It’s also versatile 

enough for use as an everyday

serving utensil.

Dimensions   Large  34.2 x 12.4 x 5.3 cm    (13½ x 5 x 2 inches)       Small  30 x 10 x 4.5 cm   (11¾ x 4 x 1¾ inches)

Scoop™ Large - Red

(SCR016SW)

Scoop™ Small - Red

(10013)

Scoop™ Large

counter-top merchandiser

Contains 12 (4 x Green, 4 x Grey, 4 x Red)

Disposable

35 x 25 x 35 cm     

(9½ x 9¾ x 13½ inches)

(10015)



Compact Herb Chopper

(HCSG0100CB)

Compact Herb Chopper
Designed by Damian Evans

Design registered

This stylish design comprises a non-slip 

chopping board and a double hachoir in 

one. Simply remove the hachoir from the 

board, chop on the gently curved cutting 

surface and then safely store the blade 

back in the compartment.

Suitable for chopping all kinds of herbs, 

garlic, ginger, nuts and chocolate.

Board - dishwasher safe.

Hachoir - wash and dry by hand.

Smasher™

Pump-action potato masher
Designed by DesignWright

Design registered

With conventional potato mashers, some 

of the potato is naturally pushed out to 

the sides with each downward stroke. 

However, the specially designed head of 

Smasher™ cups and traps potato firmly in 

place beneath the mashing plate,

whilst its unique spring-loaded pump 

action makes short work of the potato.

Also perfect for puréeing other kinds of 

cooked vegetables and soft fruits.

Dishwasher safe.

Smasher™ - Green

(SMG011HC)

Dimensions   29 x 9 x 9 cm    

(11½ x 3½ x 3½ inches)
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Mezzaluna
Folding herb chopper with
integrated blade guard
Designed by Goodwin Hartshorn

Design registered

Taking its name from the Italian word for 

‘half moon’, this traditional utensil for 

chopping herbs is updated with a design 

that is both safer and more compact than 

the original. It has pivoting handles and 

a sharp stainless-steel blade that slices 

through fresh herbs and garlic with ease.

After use the handles can be folded 

back over the blade making it perfect for 

storing in a drawer.

Wash and dry by hand.

Dimensions   Folded 18 x 5 x 2 cm   (7 x 2 x ¾ inches)    Open 18 x 13 x 2 cm  (7 x 5 x ¾ inches)

Mezzaluna - Green

(10079)
Mezzaluna - Light Grey

(10078)

Unique easy-chopping action Handles fold to create blade guard Safe and compact when folded
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Rocker™

Garlic crusher
Designed by Goodwin Hartshorn

Design registered

By using downward pressure and a 

‘rocking’ motion, this stylish tool breaks 

up garlic cloves quickly and easily, forcing 

the pieces up through the array of small 

holes in its base. The crushed pieces 

are then held in the curved design, 

allowing them to be spooned or scraped 

conveniently into a pan or bowl.

Additional cloves can also be crushed at 

this stage before emptying. Rocker™ is 

easy to clean under running water but is 

also dishwasher safe.

Available in a range of colours or in 

brushed metal.

Dimensions   18.5 x 4 x 3 cm    (7¼ x 1½ x ¾ inches)

To crush, rock back and forth over 
clove pressing firmly

Easy to clean and
dishwasher safe

Scoop into pan

Rocker™ - Aubergine/Eggplant

(20063)

Rocker™ - Green

(20062)
Rocker™ - Black

(20061)

Rocker™

counter-top merchandiser

Contains 12 Green

Disposable

24.5 x 30.5 x 24 cm

(9½ x 12 x 9½ inches)

(20064)
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Easy-press™

Easy-clean garlic press
Designed by Goodwin Hartshorn

Design registered

The remaining skin or pulp can then 

be removed with the tip of the lever 

from the extruding chamber. The unit 

can be washed under running water 

where its cone-shaped holes prevent 

any remaining garlic pieces from

being trapped.

Dishwasher safe.

The unique, 2-piece design of this garlic press 

makes the task of crushing garlic cloves much 

easier and less messy. Like a conventional 

garlic press, whole cloves are forced through 

a pierced extruder plate by squeezing the 

two levers together. Unlike conventional 

presses the two levers can then be separated 

enabling the top one to be used as a handy 

scraping tool for removing crushed garlic 

from the front of the extruder plate.

Dimensions   3 x 19.3 x 4 cm   (1 x 7½ x 1½ inches)

Easy-press™ 

counter-top merchandiser

Contains 8 (4 x Green, 4 x Grey)

Disposable

14.3 x 37 x 22.5 cm

5¾ x 14½ x 9 inches

(20069)

Easy-press™ - Green

(20067)
Easy-press™ - Grey

(20068)

Easy to crush

Easy to remove garlic with tool edge

Easy to remove skin with tool tip

Easy to clean

Rocker™ - Brushed metal

(20065)
(GARL0100CB) USA only
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Rotary Peeler™

Compact triple-bladed peeler
Designed by Damian Evans

Design registered

Eliminate the need for several different 

vegetable peelers with this compact 

design, which incorporates three essential 

styles of blade all in one unit.

Made from high-quality stainless-steel, 

its three blades are razor sharp and 

are housed in a tough, plastic, circular 

case. Simply select the desired blade 

- standard, serrated or julienne - by 

rotating the unit’s brushed metal hub, 

until the desired blade is fully exposed.

The Rotary Peeler makes short work of 

even the toughest fruit or vegetable skin 

and the design also includes a handy 

potato-eye remover.

The case can be opened for easy cleaning 

and the entire unit is dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   10 x 8 x 2 cm   (4 x 3 x ¾ inches) Potato-eye remover

Standard blade

Serrated blade

Julienne blade

Rotary Peeler™ - Grey

(PEBGR0100CB)
Rotary Peeler™ - Pink

(PEBR0100CB)
Rotary Peeler™ - Green

(PEBG0100CB)

Rotary Peeler™

counter-top merchandiser

Contains 12 (4 x Green,

4 x Pink, 4 x Grey)

Disposable

16 x 36 x 20.6 cm

(6¼ x 14¼ x 8 inches)

(PEBM0100CB)

Select blade by rotating hub
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Switch™

Self-storing, twin-bladed
peeler
Design registered

Switch™ brings both safety and 

convenience to the kitchen in a neat 

design that houses two essential 

peeling blades in one handy gadget. 

The two sharp, stainless-steel blades 

are positioned either side of the peeling 

unit and are safely hidden inside until 

required. To use, simply grip either of the 

rubberised ends and gently pull to reveal 

the required blade – either standard

or julienne. 

Rotate the rubber end and slide back

into the unit to lock before use. The 

design also includes a potato-eye 

remover and the blades can be safely 

stored back inside the unit after use.

For easy cleaning, both sides can be 

opened at once.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   8 x 7 x 1.5 cm   (3 x 2¾ x ½ inches)

Switch™ - White/Green

(20051)

Pull end to reveal blade

Comfortable to hold

Standard blade

Julienne blade

Potato-eye remover

Rotate end 180˚ Push end down to lock

Switch™

counter-top merchandiser

Contains 12

Disposable

14.5 x 37 x 18.5 cm

(5¾ x 14½ x 7¼ inches)

(20053)
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Scoot™

Pizza wheel with integrated
blade guard
Designed by Anthony Dickens

Design registered

Divide up pizzas, sandwiches and pastries 

effortlessly with this handy utensil. Simply 

push the button and the blade guard 

automatically slides open, exposing the 

bevelled, stainless-steel blade. The palm-

held design is comfortable to hold, gives 

more control when cutting and requires 

less effort than knives or conventional 

pizza cutters. To store safely, simply 

rotate the blade guard back into position 

until it locks.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   11 x 10.5 x 2.5 cm   (4¼ x 4 x 1 inches)

Push button to open blade guardEasy to use

Scoot™ - Green

(20001)
Scoot™ - Red

(20003)

Scoot™ counter-top merchandiser

Contains 12  (6 x Red, 6 x Green)

Disposable

22 x 16 x 20 cm 

(8¾ x 6¼ x 7¾ inches)

(20004)

Spaghetti Measure
Design registered

This innovative, compact spaghetti 

measure provides an adjustable portion 

guide for 1-4 servings. Simply slide the 

small lever around the side of the disc, 

opening the camera-style aperture to the 

required portion size.

Made from high-quality ABS and 

polypropylene, it is available in a variety 

of colours.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   8 x 9 x 1 cm    (3½ x 3 x ½ inches)

Suitable for use with

small free-standing merchandiser

33 x 22.5 x 43 cm 

(13 x 9 x 17 inches)

(99985)

Spaghetti Measure -

Grey/Green

(SPMG012HC)

Spaghetti Measure -

White/Green

(SPMW012HC)

Spaghetti Measure -

Red/Grey

(SPMDG012HC)

Twist™

2-in-1 silicone whisk
Design registered

This innovative product incorporates two 

essential whisks in one stylish design.

As a flat whisk, Twist™ is ideal for mixing 

sauces in low pans or for making gravy in 

roasting trays. Its silicone-coated steel wires 

are suitable for non-stick cookware and are 

perfect for combining ingredients together, 

preventing them from burning on the

bottom of a pan.

With a simple turn of the handle, 

Twist™ also becomes a highly effective 

balloon whisk, allowing egg whites to 

be whipped into perfect peaks. Twist™ 

can be easily dismantled for cleaning 

and, after use, can be closed flat for 

convenient storage in a drawer. Its 

silicone-coated wires are heat-resistant 

up to 270°C/520°F.

Dishwasher safe.

Flat whisk for blending

Balloon whisk for whipping

Dismantles for easy cleaning
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Twist™ - Green/White

(20071)

Twist™

counter-top

merchandiser

Contains 12

Disposable

26.5 x 28 x 33cm

(10½ x 11 x 13 inches)

(20072)Dimensions   Closed 29.5 x 8 x 4 cm   (11½ x 3 x 1½ inches)    Open 29.5 x 8 x 7 cm   (11½ x 3 x 2¾ inches)

Twist™ - Multi-colour

(20073)
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QuickSnap™

Easy-release ice-cube tray
Design by Graeme Davies

Design registered

Patent pending

Similar in style to a conventional ice 

tray, QuickSnap™ has a unique switch 

mechanism on the reverse, which holds 

ice cubes securely in place until required. 

Fill with water and freeze, just like a 

conventional ice tray. When ice is needed, 

simply twist the tray to loosen the cubes 

and then push each switch to release one 

ice cube at a time - effectively snapping

each out of its individual compartment. 

With QuickSnap™ you only release the 

amount of ice cubes you really need, 

whilst the rest remain secure in the tray 

and can be placed back in the freezer.  

Also perfect for serving ice straight into 

drinks, without touching the cubes.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   27.5 x 11.5 x 4 cm    (10¾ x 4½ x 1½ inches) 

Twist

Snap

QuickSnap™ - Green

(ICEG0100AS)
QuickSnap™ - Pink

(ICEP0100AS)

QuickSnap™ - White

(ICET0100SW)
QuickSnap™ - Blue

(ICEB0100AS)

Catcher™

Citrus reamer
Designed by Graeme Davies

Design registered

With conventional hand reamers the 

extracted juice needs to be strained 

before use, to remove any unwanted pips 

and fruit pulp. The design of Catcher™ 

helps eliminate this problem with its 

soft rubber cup underneath the reaming 

head, which catches any debris whist 

allowing juice to drain through. Perfect 

for all kinds of citrus fruit.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   16.5 x 8.5 x 7 cm   (6½ x 3½ x 2¾ inches)

Catcher™  - Green

(REAG0100AS)
Catcher™ - Grey

(REAM0100AS)

Catcher™

counter-top

merchandiser

Contains 12

(6 x Grey, 6 x Green)

Disposable

31 x 26 x 17 cm

(12¼ x 10¼ x 6¾ inches) 

(MERRG881PB)

QuickSnap™

counter-top merchandiser

Contains 8

(2 x White, 2 x Pink, 2 x Blue, 2 x Green)

Disposable

39 x 14.5 x 37.5 cm

15¾ x 5¾ x 14¾ inches

(ICEMIX010CB)
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Fold-flat Grater™  Plus
4-in-1 folding box grater
Designed by Goodwin Hartshorn

Design registered

After use, simply flatten and lock again for 

easy storage. The design comes with its 

own protective sheath for added blade - 

and finger - protection.

Blade styles: Coarse for cheese and 

vegetables; Fine for Parmesan, nutmeg, 

garlic and citrus zest; Ribbon for chocolate 

and soft cheese; Slicer for cucumber, 

potatoes and other vegetables.

Dishwasher safe.

Graters don’t come much more convenient 

than this with four styles of blade in one and a 

unique design that folds flat for space-saving 

storage. To use simply unclip the locking catch 

and push the opposite corners of the unit 

together to form a conventional box grater. 

Lock into position with the catch. Each side of 

the grater has a different etched, stainless-steel 

blade allowing you to grate or slice a variety of 

foods with ease. Handholds at the top ensure 

the unit can be held safely whilst grating. 

Dimensions   Folded 16.5 x 20 x 3 cm   (6½ x 8 x 1 inches)    Open 9.8 x 19.6 x 7.4 cm   (4 x 7¾ x 3 inches)

Fold-flat Grater™ Plus - Green

(20024)
Fold-flat Grater™ Plus - Black

(20025)

Safe and compact when stored

Coarse         Fine

Ribbon         Slicer

Protective sheath

Fold-flat Grater™ Plus

counter-top merchandiser

Contains 8 (4 x Green, 4 x Grey)

Disposable

22 x 45 x 45.5 cm    
8¾ x 17½ x 18 inches

(20026)
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Adjustable Rolling Pin
Designed by Damian Evans

Design registered

This innovative rolling pin takes the 

guesswork out of preparing biscuit 

dough, pizza bases, pie tops, lasagne 

sheets and filo pastry. It comes with 

four sets of removable discs that raise 

the rolling surface by different amounts, 

to create exactly the required pastry 

thickness – either 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm

or 10 mm (1/16, 1/6, 1/4 and 3/8 inches).

This ingenious device also ensures that 

pastry or dough is rolled to an even 

thickness throughout and to the exact 

size required, via measurements on the 

surface of the rolling pin.

Discs - dishwasher safe.

Rolling pin - hand wash only.

Dimensions   42 x 6.5 x 6.5 cm    (16½ x 2½ x 2½ inches)

2 mm (1/16”)

4 mm (1/6”)

6 mm (1/4”)

10 mm (3/8”)

Adjustable Rolling Pin - Grey

(20086)

Adjustable Rolling Pin - Multi-colour

(20085)

Simply unscrew ends to change discs

Rolls these pastry thicknesses:
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Food Preparation
Encompassing a variety of kitchen tasks, this

unique range of products exemplify Joseph Joseph’s 

single-minded mission - to create unique products 

that work beautifully, look great and are built

to last. It all starts with identifying a common,

everyday problem that people experience - such

as lack of space - and ends with finding an original 

solution that is a joy to have in your home.

The results of this process are perfectly illustrated 

on the following pages. 
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Dimensions   16.5 x 16.5 x 14 cm    (6½ x 6½ x 5½ inches)

2-in-1 Measuring Jug
Measure large and  
small volumes
Design registered

This versatile, dual-chamber measuring

jug can measure liquids from as little as 5 ml 

(1/6 cup), right up to 1 litre (4 cups). Its square 

corners and soft-grip handle aid pouring and it 

has clear, easy-to-read calibrations for precise 

measuring.

Available with metric and imperial or US 

customary measurements (cups, ml, fl.oz

and pints). Dishwasher safe.

Small chamber measures from 5 ml (1/6 cup)Easy-pour corners

2-in-1 Measuring Jug - Green

(40067) Metric/Imperial measurements

(40068) US customary measurements
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CookBook™

Compact folding bookstand
Designed by Damian Evans with Bernard Sinclair

Design registered

The problem with most bookstands is 

their bulky size and awkward shape, 

which takes up valuable space when not 

in use. The unique design of CookBook™ 

avoids this, as it opens and folds exactly 

like a book, which means it can be stored 

neatly on a bookshelf until required. 

When opened, the bookrests, page 

holders and back stand automatically fold 

out, providing solid, angled support for 

most sizes of book or even an electronic 

tablet device. A non-slip foot at the base 

of the spine keeps the unit safely in place 

on the work surface during use. When 

closed, CookBook™ folds flat, becoming 

no thicker than an average-sized book 

(approx. 20 mm/¾ inches). Made from 

high-quality ABS plastic, CookBook™ is 

also tough and easy to clean.

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Dimensions   Open 38 x 21 x 21 cm   (15 x 8¼ x 8¼ inches)    Closed 26 x 20 x 2 cm   (10¼ x 7¾ x ¾ inches)

Opens and closes just like a book

Suitable for electronic tablet devices

Bookrests, page holders and back stand 
automatically fold out

Folds flat for storage on a bookshelf

CookBook™ - White/Grey

(40051)
CookBook™ - Green/Dark Green

(40052)
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TriScale™

Compact folding
digital scale
Designed by Morph

Design registered

This unique digital scale brings a whole 

new meaning to the concept of space-

saving kitchen gadgets. When open, its 

three arms provide a stable platform on 

which to place bowls and other items 

for weighing. When closed, the unit 

folds down to an extremely compact 

size, enclosing and protecting the screen 

and controls, which makes it perfect 

for storing in a kitchen drawer. It has 

an easy-to-read LCD display, touch-sensitive 

controls and an auto power-off feature.

A convenient Add & Weigh function also 

allows multiple ingredients to be measured

in the same bowl during recipe preparation. 

The scale weighs/measures in the following 

units: g, lbs oz, fl.oz and ml.

Powered by 1 x 3V CR2032 battery

(included).

Dimensions   Closed: 4.5 x 14.9 x 2.1 cm   (1¾ x 5¾ x ¾ inches)    Open: 21.9 x 20.2 x 2.1 cm   (85/8 x 8 x ¾ inches)

TriScale™ - Green

(40072)
TriScale™ - White

(40071)

Add & Weigh function

Touch-sensitive buttons

Folds for convenient storage

Roll-up™ - Green

(20031)

Roll-up™

Non-slip silicone pastry mat
Design registered

This large, silicone pastry mat provides a 

hygienic, non-slip surface for preparing 

all kinds of pastry and icing. It has a 

handy rolling size-guide printed on its 

surface and, unlike other pastry mats, an 

integrated, lockable strap that keeps the 

mat securely rolled when stored.

Dishwasher safe.

Not suitable for use in an oven.

Dimensions   Closed: 38 x 5 x 5 cm   (15 x 2 x 2 inches)     Open: 74 x 37 x 0.5 cm   (29 x 14½ x ¼ inches)

Lockable strap
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Roll-up™ - Putty

(20033)

Gold Award
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Nest™  9 Plus Nest™  7 Plus Nest™  Cups

All sets come in stylish, boxed packaging 

and all items in a set are dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   32 x 27 x 14.5 cm 

(12½ x 10½ x 5¾ inches)

Dimensions   24 x 19 x 8 cm 

( 9½ x 7½ x 3 inches)

Dimensions   17 x 9 x 5.5 cm 

(6¾ x 3½ x 2¼ inches)

1/6 Cup (5 ml/15 ml)

1/4 Cup (60 ml)

1/3 Cup (85 ml)

1/2 Cup (125 ml)

1 Cup (250 ml)

Small non-slip
mixing bowl with 
measurements
0.5 L

Sieve
1.65 L

Colander
3 L

Large non-slip
mixing bowl
4.5 L

1/6 Cup (5 ml/15 ml)

1/4 Cup (60 ml)

1/3 Cup (85 ml)

1/2 Cup (125 ml)

1 Cup (250 ml)

1/6 Cup (5 ml/15 ml)

1/4 Cup (60 ml)

1/3 Cup (85 ml)

1/2 Cup (125 ml)

1 Cup (250 ml)

Small non-slip
mixing bowl with 
measurements
0.5 L

Medium non-slip 
mixing bowl
1.65 L

Nest™ 9 Plus - 

Multi-colour

(40031)

Nest™ 7 Plus - 

Multi-colour

(40033)

Nest™ Cups - 

Multi-colour

(40034)
(40040) USA only
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Nest™ Plus
Compact food preparation sets
Designed by Morph

Design registered

Nest™ Plus is the ultimate collection of 

practical, space-saving kitchenware 

comprising a unique range of food 

preparation sets. The innovative design 

allows the individual elements within 

each set to be stacked neatly together, 

thereby saving precious storage space.

There are three different sets available, 

with each item in a set having its own 

individual features.

Mixing bowls have a non-slip base and 

wide carry handles; the small mixing bowl 

includes metric and imperial measurements 

molded inside for added convenience, 

and a handy spout for mess-free pouring; 

measuring cups fit neatly inside each other 

and snap securely together; the sieve has a 

fine stainless-steel mesh and the colander 

has large, easy-drain holes.
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Prep&Store™

Set of 4 compact food
preparation bowls
Design registered

This ingenious product uses a ‘Russian-

doll’ principle to create a set of four food 

preparation/storage bowls from a single 

compact design.

By simply twisting and separating the top 

and bottom halves of the sphere, two 

bowls are created and another smaller 

sphere is revealed inside. Open this in 

the same way and the halves create two 

more slightly smaller containers.

Perfect for holding a variety of 

ingredients for recipes or for mixing small 

quantities of ingredients together, each 

bowl has a practical non-slip base.

And if there’s any food left over after 

use, simply join the two halves of a 

bowl together again to make a handy 

container with a tightly locked lid – ideal 

for storing in the refrigerator.

Dishwasher safe.

Prep&Store™ - Green

(40061)

Prep&Store™ - White

(40062)

Dimensions   12.5 x 12.5 x 11 cm   (5 x 5 x 43/8 inches)

Twist to open Perfect for chopped ingredients

Store unused contents in the refrigerator
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Clip Timer™

Portable digital kitchen timer 
and clock
Design registered

This stylish kitchen timer is the ultimate in 

portability, ensuring you’re on top of your 

cooking wherever you go. It has a strong 

clip for attaching to an apron or clothing, 

a long cord for hanging around your 

neck, a magnet on the back for mounting 

onto a refrigerator or oven door and a 

support at the back for standing on a 

kitchen work surface.

It has a large, easy-to-read LCD display 

and a loud beeping alarm. When not 

being used as a timer, it also doubles as

a 12/24-hour clock.

Powered by 1 x 3V CR2025 battery 

(included).

Stand on a work surface Hang using the long cord Stick onto metal surfaces

Clip to clothing

Clip Timer™ - Green

(40081)
Clip Timer™ - White

(40082)

Dimensions   8.5 x 5 x 2 cm   (33/8 x 17/8 x 15/8 inches)
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Pie™

60-minute kitchen timer
Designed by DesignWright

Design registered

To operate this striking kitchen timer, 

simply twist the top half of the unit to 

gradually reveal an easy-to-read analogue 

dial, stopping when you reach the 

required number of minutes and seconds 

(up to 1hr). Release the bezel and the unit 

begins counting down, leaving you free 

to concentrate on other tasks.

The graphic dial allows progress to 

be monitored at a glance, even from 

a distance, and when the time is up, 

a classic alarm bell sounds to attract 

attention. The unit has a silky, soft-touch 

finish and is available in a range

of colours.

No batteries required.

Dimensions   7.8 x 7.8 x 3.8 cm   (3¼ x 3¼ x 1½ inches)

As the minutes tick away, more of the graphic dial is hidden

Pie™ - Grey

(PIEW0100CB)

Pie™ - Green

(PIEG0100CB)

Pie™ counter-top merchandiser

Contains 12

(4 x Green, 4 x Pink, 4 x Grey)

Disposable

16.5 x 27 x 23 cm

6¼ x 10½ x 9 inches

(PIEM0100CB)
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Orb™

3-piece pestle and mortar
Designed by Morph

Design registered

The simple, striking design of this pestle 

and mortar provides not one, but two 

receptacles for grinding herbs and spices.

The main bowl is large enough for 

crushing and grinding larger quantities, or 

even several ingredients at once.

The lid, when inverted, provides a neat 

hand-held mortar - ideal for smaller 

amounts of herbs or spices. Made from 

non-absorbent vitrified porcelain.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions  13 x 13 x 12 cm approx.   (5 x 5 x 4¾ inches approx.)

Orb™ Pestle & Mortar

(ORBPM013CB)
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Prep&Serve™

Multi-function bowl with  
intergrated colander
Design registered

Once drained the contents can either be 

tipped into a pan for cooking, combined 

with other ingredients such as sauces and 

dressings, or served straight to the table – all 

using the same bowl.

It’s ideal for preparing and serving salads and 

soft fruits or for rinsing rice and lentils prior 

to cooking. Dishwasher safe.

This simple, stylish product combines

the functions of a preparation bowl, 

colander and a serving bowl in one 

convenient design.

Its integrated colander means you

can rinse food in the main bowl and 

then drain off the excess water, without 

having to tip the contents into a separate 

colander or sieve.

Dimensions   Large  25 x 29 x 18 cm   (9¾ x 9¾ x 7 inches)    Small  19 x 21 x 13 cm   (7½ x 8¼ x 5 inches)

Prep&Serve™ Large - White

(40064)
Prep&Serve™ Small - White

(40066)
Prep&Serve™ Large - Green

(40063)
Prep&Serve™ Small - Green

(40065)

Serve
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Shell™

Compact digital scale
Designed by Morph

Design registered

This sleek digital scale has a large, easy-

to-read LCD display and simple controls. 

Rest the upturned bowl on the base 

and it’s ready to weigh in the following 

units - gms, lbs, ozs, fl.ozs, mls - up 

to a maximum capacity of 5kg/176.4 

fl.oz/11lb/5000ml.

A convenient Add & Weigh function allows 

multiple ingredients to be weighed in 

the same bowl during recipe preparation 

and an auto power-off feature maximises 

battery life. The internal mechanism is 

guaranteed for 10 years.

Dimensions  25 x 14.5 x 10 cm   (9¾ x 4¾ x 4 inches)

Shell™ - Grey

(SCALG011HC)
Shell™ - White

(SCAL011CB)

Rinse

Mix

Drain
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Dimensions    Small 16 x 16 x 9 cm                 Medium 21 x 21 x 11.5 cm                 Large 24 x 24 x 14 cm

(6¼ x 6¼ x 3½ inches)                                      (8½ x 8½ x 4½ inches)                       (9½ x 9½ x 5½ inches)

Large handle and feet help keep colander upright and stable during use

Extra helper-handle in use on 
large Square Colander

Square Colander

Small - Green

(40001)

Square Colander

Medium - Green

(SGCOL016SW)

Square Colander

Large - Green

(40011)

Square Colander

Large - Black

(40012)

Square Colander

Large - Red

(40013)

Square Colander

Large - White

(40014)

Square Colander

Medium - Black

(SBCOL016SW)

Square Colander

Medium - Red

(SRCOL016SW)

Square Colander

Medium - White

(SWCOL016SW)

Square Colander

Medium - Putty

(40027)

Square Colander

Small - Black

(40002)

Square Colander

Small - Red

(40003)

Square Colander

Small - White

(40004)
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Square Colander
Designed by Morph

Design registered

This unique range of colanders have 

several innovative features. A large, 

vertical handle on each provides a safe 

place to hold when rinsing and draining 

food - especially with hot water - and 

with the feet on the base, ensures the 

colander remains upright and stable 

when placed in a sink. Their square 

corners make emptying rinsed food much 

easier and big, vertical holes allow liquids 

to drain away quickly and efficiently.

This popular design is available in a range 

of sizes and colours to suit a variety of 

tasks and kitchens. The small colander 

is ideal for rinsing tomatoes and berries 

and the large size is perfect for rinsing 

salad or draining big portions of pasta. 

The large size also incorporates an extra 

helper-handle for additional support 

when draining heavy items.

Dishwasher safe.
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Lotus™   Plus
Non-scratch, folding
steamer basket
Designed by Graeme Davies

Design registered

The classic, stainless-steel steamer basket 

design is taken to new levels of practicality 

and convenience with this striking, 

contemporary version.

Made from polypropylene, the unit has 

self-adjusting sides to fit a variety of pans 

(minimium diameter 16 cm/6¼ inches), 

heat-resistant side fins, silicone feet and an 

innovative silicone finger guard.

It has a large capacity when fully open,

but folds neatly away for storage.

The unit is non-scratch and suitable for 

use with both steel pans and non-stick 

cookware. Polypropylene parts heat-resistant 

up to 110ºC/230ºF; silicone parts up to 

270ºC/520ºF.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions  Open: 26 x 26 x 12.5 cm   (10½ x 10½ x 5 inches)    Closed: 14.5 x 14.5 x 12.5 cm   (6 x 6 x 5 inches)

Lift finger guard

Pull leaves out to open

Lotus™ Plus - Green

(40023)
Lotus™ Plus - Grey

(40024)
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Kitchen to Table
Joseph Joseph specialise in combining highly practical features 

with an original design style. And nowhere is this more evident 

than in this range of serving and tableware. Functionality is never 

compromised by pure design considerations but, nevertheless, 

each piece manages to make a distinctive statement, either in the 

kitchen or on the table.



Duo™

Compact cheese knife set
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

This wonderfully simple design comprises 

two individual cheese knives with 

magnetic handles that fit very neatly 

together for safe, compact storage. One 

knife has a conventional solid blade that 

is ideal for slicing through blocks of hard 

cheese. The other knife has a pierced 

blade with a serrated edge and a forked 

tip, which is perfect for cutting and 

serving all kinds of soft cheese.

The magnetic handles clip together 

securely, protecting both the blades and 

your fingers when stored in a drawer.

Wash and dry by hand.

Dimensions   16.5 x 4.5 x 1 cm   (6½ x 1¾ x ¼ inches)

Magnetic handles Safe and compact when stored
Duo™ - Grey

(10091)
Duo™ - White

(10092)
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Duo™ Carve
Compact knife and fork
carving set
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

This stylish carving set comprises an

8” carving knife and a 7½” carving fork,  

which join neatly together and store safely 

inside a protective sheath. Magnets in the 

handles of both tools ensure they stay firmly 

together when stored but are also easy to 

separate when required. The knife blade is 

made from Japanese stainless steel and the 

fork prongs are formed from high quality  

18/8 stainless steel. Wash and dry by hand.

Dimensions   4 x 34 x 2 cm   (1½ x 13¼ x ¾ inches)

Duo™ Carve  

(10070)Magnetic handles Protective storage sheath

Safe and compact when stored
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Ovi™

Salt container
with closable lid
Designed by Mikaela Dörfel

Design registered

This stylish design is a contemporary 

take on a traditional salt pig with the 

added benefit of a closable lid. Simply 

twist the top half of the unit to reveal 

a large aperture allowing easy access 

for pinching or spooning salt during 

cooking. When not in use the lid can be 

closed again to protect salt from cooking 

splashes or debris.

The unit has a non-slip base and is 

perfect for storing next to the cooker.

The design also co-ordinates with our 

Ovi™ salt & pepper pinch pots.

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Dimensions   12 x 12 x 14 cm   (4¾ x 4¾ x 5¾ inches)

Ovi™ Salt Container

(80051)

Twist lid to close and keep salt cleaner
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Ovi™

Salt & pepper pinch pots
with closable lids
Designed by Mikaela Dörfel

Design registered

The ultra-smooth, pebble-like shape of 

these pinch pots make them extremely 

tactile and a stylish addition to the table. 

Their closable design not only looks great 

but also prevents any contamination of 

salt and pepper when not in use. Simply 

twist the top half of each pot to reveal a 

large aperture, allowing easy access

for fingers. 

The design comes with its own matching 

coaster, to keep both pots neatly 

organised on the table, and it

co-ordinates with our Ovi™ salt container.

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Dimensions   18 x 9 x 6 cm   (7¼ x 3½ x 2¼ inches)

Ovi™ Salt & Pepper Pinch Pots

(80053)

Twist lids to open or close
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Stretch™

Expandable silicone
pot stand
Design registered

Most conventional pot stands only provide 

enough space for standing a single hot 

pan or dish on, meaning additional stands 

are required if serving food from a variety 

of hot containers. The unique design of 

Stretch™ helps eliminate this problem, as its 

size can be easily adjusted to provide space 

for more than one pan, or even a large 

casserole dish.

After use, it folds neatly away for 

convenient storage.

Made from a high quality silicone-nylon 

composite, it is heat-resistant up to 

240°C/464°F.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   Closed 20 x 5 x 1.5 cm   (8 x 2 x ¾ inches)    Open (up to) 55 x 14 x 1.5 cm   (21½ x 5½ x ¾ inches)

Stretch™ - Green

(70031)
Stretch™ - Pink

(70032)
Stretch™ - Black

(70033)

Stretch™ counter-top merchandiser

Contains 12

(4 x Green, 4 x Pink, 4 x Black)

Disposable

20 x 20 x 14 cm

(7¾ x 7¾ x 5½ inches)

(70034)

Grip-Tray™ Small

Black

(70087)

Grip-Tray™ Small

White 

(70086)

Grip-Tray™ Small

Green

(70085)

Grip Tray™

Non-slip serving tray
Designed by Morph

Design registered

This stylish, non-slip serving tray is 

designed to keep glasses, cutlery and 

plates safely in place during their journey 

from kitchen to table. Its distinctive, high-

grip surface is formed from an array of 

smooth rubber studs that are moulded 

through the base of the tray.

It has deep sides and wide carry handles, 

along with a rubber underside which 

makes it suitable for use as a non-slip

lap tray.

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Dimensions  Large 45 x 35 x 2.5 cm   (17¾ x 13¾ x 1 inches)     Small 36.3 x 26.5 x 2 cm   (14¼ x 10½ x ¾ inches)

Grip Tray™ - Green

(70081)
Grip Tray™ - White

(70082)
Grip Tray™ - Black

(70083)
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Triple Dish™

Multi-bowl serving dish
Designed by Morph

Design registered

It’s made from 100% melamine,

so it’s tough and easy to clean, and it

co-ordinates perfectly with our Double 

Dish™ serving bowl range.

Dishwasher safe.

This striking serving bowl makes a 

practical and stylish addition to any table. 

It provides three generous compartments 

for serving a variety of chips, snacks or 

crudités, and a removable dish in the 

centre that is ideal for holding large 

portions of dip.

Dimensions   29.5 x 31.5 x 7.5 cm   (115/8 x 12¾ x 3 inches)

Triple Dish™ - White/Green

(70071)
Triple Dish™ Large - Stone/White

(70072)
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Double Dish™

The neat and tidy way
to serve snacks
Designed by Morph

Design registered

Double Dish™ Large provides several 

compartments for serving a variety of 

snacks and foods and a convenient area 

for storing cocktail sticks or toothpicks. 

Made from 100% melamine.

Dishwasher safe.

Double Dish™ provides the perfect 

solution to the problem of serving snacks 

such as olives and pistachio nuts, with 

their inedible stones and shells. Its unique 

design comprises a serving dish sitting 

on top of an integrated collection bowl, 

curved outwards in three places to allow 

the disposal of unsightly food waste.

As well as hiding waste from view, 

Double Dish™ eliminates the need for 

additional empty bowls on the table. 

Dimensions    Large 22.7 x 22.7 x 7.5 cm   (9 x 9 x 3 inches)    Small 18 x 17 x 7.5 cm   (6¾ x 6¾ x 3 inches)

Double Dish™ Small - Stone/White

(DDWGR010GB)
Double Dish™ Small - White/Green

(DDWG010GB)

Double Dish™ Large - White/Green

(70073)
Double Dish™ Large - Stone/White

(70074)
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Hands On™

Salad bowl with
integrated servers
Designed by Pengelly Design

Design registered

The striking design of this salad bowl

is the result of its unique feature - a pair 

of hand-like salad servers integrated 

on either side of the bowl. Blending 

smoothly into the contours of the

design, the servers sit securely in place 

until required.

Made from 100% food-safe melamine, 

this product makes a fun and practical 

solution for both indoor and outdoor 

entertaining.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   28 x 28 x 13 cm   (11 x 11 x 5 inches)

Hands On™ - Green

(HOSBG011CB)

Hands On™ - Stone

(HOSBS011CB)
Hands On™ - White

(HOSB011CB)  

Slice&Serve™

Bread and cheese board with 
integrated condiment dish
Designed by Morph

Design registered

The reverse of the board is flat and ideal 

for serving foods such as cheese and 

biscuits, with pickles or chutney in the 

condiment dish. The melamine base 

has non-slip feet and convenient carry 

handles.

Melamine tray and condiment dish - 

dishwasher safe.

Beech board - hand wash only.

This versatile design performs several 

functions and makes a great food 

presentation piece for any occasion. It 

comprises a high-quality beech board 

that sits inside a smart melamine tray 

with a removable condiment dish. One 

side of the board is for bread, with handy 

crumb-catching grooves cut into the 

surface. Bread can be cut and served at 

the table, with butter or oil & vinegar in 

the integrated condiment dish.

Dimensions   35.2 x 23.2 x 3.4 cm   (13¾ x 9¼ x 13/8 inches)

Condiment dish is ideal for serving butter, chutneys or oil & vinegar and is removable
for easy cleaning

Breadboard side with crumb-catching grooves

Smooth side of board perfect for 
serving cheese or desserts

Reversible board

Slice & Serve™

(70075)
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Y-Grinder™

Twin-chamber salt &
pepper mill
Designed by DesignWright

Design registered

This distinctive salt & pepper mill has a 

unique twin-chamber design, allowing 

both salt and pepper to be dispensed from 

the same stylish unit. Hold the body of 

the mill in one hand and twist either of 

the two grinding knobs to release salt or 

pepper. Suitable for grinding all types of 

seasoning, including rock salt, it can be easily 

adjusted to grind from fine to coarse grain. 

Its high-quality ceramic mechanism is anti-

corrosion and guaranteed for up to 10 years.

Refer to product leaflet for cleaning 

instructions.

Dimensions    11 x 6 x 20 cm   (4½ x 2½ x 7¾ inches)

Easy to fill

Easy to grind

Y-Grinder™ - White

(SALT011CB)
Y-Grinder™ - Green

(SALTG011CB)

Milly™

Mess-free salt & pepper mill
Designed by Morph

Design registered

Styled to look like a salt & pepper shaker, this 

playful design turns the conventional salt & 

pepper mill on its head – literally.

To use, simply invert the unit and twist the 

base to grind. The extra-large holes in the cap 

allow the grounds to fall out, but when the 

unit is placed down, the cap helps capture 

and contain any excess salt or pepper.

A clear acrylic window in the body means 

you can see exactly what the contents 

are and when they are running low, and 

the unit is easy to fill and clean. Its tough, 

ceramic mechanism is also fully adjustable 

to grind from fine to coarse grain.

Available individually or as a classic black 

and white set.

Dimensions   13 x 5 x 5 cm   (5 x 2 x 2 inches)
Milly™ Set of two - Black/White

(70061)
Milly™ - Green

(70064)

Simply twist base to grind

Remove base to fillAdjustable ceramic  
mechanism

Removable cap catches  
excess grounds

Chopping Boards
It may have only been 10 years since 

their first chopping board design, but this 

comprehensive range demonstrates the 

ability of Joseph Joseph to create some of 

the categories most innovative products. 

In their hands the humble chopping board 

is no longer just a basic surface for cutting 

food – it becomes safer, reduces mess, 

saves space and performs a variety of

additional functions. It can even become a 

kitchen icon, to be displayed with pride

on your work surface.
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Index™ Advance is the latest generation 

of our multi-award-winning chopping 

board categorisation system, designed 

to reduce the likelihood of cross-

contamination of different

food types. Its four colour-coded 

chopping boards have convenient, non-

slip feet on both sides and illustrated, 

index-style tabs, ensuring the boards

are easy to select for each food type.

The stylish storage case has an

embossed texture across its surface 

and a sturdy non-slip base. With Index™ 

Advance preparing vegetables, fish, raw 

meat and cooked food has never been 

safer or more organised.

Chopping boards – dishwasher safe

Case – wipe with a damp cloth

Dimensions   Small: Case 33 x 23.5 x 8.5 cm  (13 x 9¼ x 3¾ inches)   Boards 30 x 20 cm  (12 x 8 inches)

        Large: Case 35.5 x 7.5 x 25.5 cm  (4 x 3 x 10 inches)   Boards 34 x 24 cm  (13¼ x 9¼ inches)

Elevate™ Jar Spoon

(10002)

Index™ Advance - Silver

(60030)

Index™ Advance Large - Silver

(60035)

Index™ Advance Large - Dark Grey

(60036)

Index™ Advance - Dark Grey

(60031)
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Index™ Advance
Non-slip chopping board set
Designed by Damian Evans

Design registered
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Index™ Advance with knives is an 

enhanced version of our multi-award-

winning chopping board categorisation 

system. Designed to reduce the likelihood 

of cross-contamination of different food 

types, the set contains four colour-coded, 

non-slip chopping boards plus four high 

quality co-ordinating knives.

Each chopping board has an illustrated, 

index-style tab, indicating which food 

type it should be used for, and each 

knife is colour-coded to match its 

corresponding board and designed to suit 

its specific task - whether it be preparing 

fish, meat, vegetables or cooked food. 

All knives have ergonomic handles and 

stainless-steel blades too.

The boards and knives fit neatly into a 

stylish storage case that has an embossed 

texture across its surface.

Chopping boards - dishwasher safe.

Knives - wash and dry by hand.

Case - wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Dimensions   Case 33.5 x 32 x 11 cm   (13¾ x 12½ x 5 inches)   Boards 30 x 20 cm   (11¾ x 7¾ inches)

Index™ Advance with knives

(60090)

Prepare different food types separately

Each knife is perfectly suited to its specific task
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Index™ Advance with knives
Non-slip chopping board set
with co-ordinating knives
Designed by Damian Evans

Design registered
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This unique, compact chopping board is 

the ultimate in convenience, with its own 

handy knife incorporated into the design. 

The stainless-steel blade slides easily in 

and out of a narrow compartment inside 

the body of the board and, when not in 

use, a simple catch holds the knife safely 

and securely in place.

Perfect for picnics and camping, or for 

where kitchen space is at a premium.

Dishwasher safe.

Slice&Store™

Chopping board with
removable knife
Design registered

Dimensions   32 x 22 x 0.75 cm   (12½ x 8¾ x ¼ inches)

Slice&Store™ - Green

(CBKG0100SW)

Cut&Collect™

Chopping board with
integrated drawer
Designed by Morph

Design registered

This highly practical unit comprises a 

sturdy plastic chopping board with a 

handy, integrated drawer that can be 

pulled out and used to collect chopped 

food or unwanted food waste. Simply 

slide the drawer out when preparing food 

and scrape the chopped pieces directly 

into the compartment.

The drawer can then be removed and 

the contents poured straight into a pan 

or waste bin. The ultimate in tidy food 

preparation, the unit has non-slip feet 

and is easy to move. In addition, the 

drawer makes a convenient place for 

storing a small, sharp knife.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   30 x 22 x 4 cm   (11¾ x 8½ x 1½ inches)

Cut&Collect™ - White/Grey

(60062)
Cut&Collect™ - Green/White

(60061)

Cut and collect chopped food or waste

Pour directly into a pan or bin
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Dimensions    Large 37.5 x 29.5 x 2.5 cm   (14½ x 11½ x 1 inches)      Small 29 x 22.5 x 2 cm   (11½ x 9 x ¾ inches)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Large - Green

(60001)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Large - Black

(60002)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Large - White

(60003)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Large -

Aubergine/Eggplant

(60005)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Large - Red

(60004)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Small - Black

(60012)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Small - White

(60013)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Small -

Aubergine/Eggplant

(60015)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Small - Red

(60014)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Small - Green

(60011)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Large - Putty 

(60007)

Cut

Collect

Carve

Pour
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Cut&Carve™ Plus
Non-slip, multi-function
chopping board
Designed by John Brauer and Joseph Joseph

Design registered

Cut&Carve™ Plus is the latest version of 

our popular double-sided, multi-function 

chopping board. It has an integrated meat 

grip on one side of the board, angled 

cutting surfaces and easy-pour corners, 

which help in the collection and disposal 

of liquids or food when cutting or carving.

The opposite side of the board provides a 

smooth cutting surface, for general food 

preparation, and it also has non-slip feet 

and soft-grip sides. Available in two sizes 

and a range of colours.

Dishwasher safe.
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Dimensions    Mini 17 x 31.8 x 2 cm (6 ½ x 12 ½ x ½ inches)   Small 38 x 21 x 1.5 cm (15 x 8¾ x ½ inches)   Large 48 x 27 x 1.5 cm (19 x 10¾ x ½ inches)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Mini - Black

(60054)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Large - Black

(60040)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Large - Green

(60043)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Large - White

(60041)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Large - Pink

(60044)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Large - Red

(60042)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Large - Blue

(60045)
Chop2Pot™ Plus Large - 

Aubergine/Eggplant

(60046)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Mini - White

(60053)
Chop2Pot™ Plus Mini - Red

(60052)
Chop2Pot™ Plus Mini - Green 

(60051)

Chop2Pot™ Plus

counter-top merchandiser

Holds 12

Reusable

40 x 40 x 22 cm

(15¾ x 8¾ x 15¾ inches)

(MERC3881CB)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Large

counter-top merchandiser

Holds 12

Reusable

40 x 49 x 27 cm

(15¾ x 10¾ x 19¼ inches)

(MERC3881CB)

Chop2Pot™ Plus - Black

(NSBL016SW)

Chop2Pot™ Plus - Green

(NSG016SW)

Chop2Pot™ Plus - White

(NSW016SW)

Chop2Pot™ Plus - Pink

(NSP016SW)

Chop2Pot™ Plus - Red

(NSR016SW)
Chop2Pot™ Plus - Putty 

(60057)

Chop2Pot™ Plus - Blue

(NSB016SW)
Chop2Pot™ Plus -

Aubergine/Eggplant

(60050)
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Chop2Pot™ Plus
The original folding
chopping board
Designed by Mark Sanders

Design registered

Chop2Pot™ Plus is the latest generation 

of our original, award-winning folding 

chopping board.

Laid flat, it provides a durable, knife-

friendly cutting surface for all types of 

food preparation. But when the handle

is squeezed, the sides of the board fold 

up, forming a convenient chute down 

which chopped food or waste can be 

neatly guided.

This latest version of the design still 

employs the same proven ‘living-hinge’ 

technology to achieve its transformation, 

but also features a comfortable, soft-grip 

handle and non-slip feet. Available in

three sizes and a variety of colours.

Dishwasher safe.

Wind&Grind™ - Chrome

(70011)

Comfortable soft-grip handle 
and non-slip feet

NEW
SIZE

NEW
SIZE

NEW
SIZE

NEW
SIZE
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Rinse&Chop™ Plus
Folding, non-slip
chopping board with
integrated colander
Designed by DesignWright

Patent pending

Once chopping is complete the board can 

be folded and locked again to create a 

convenient chute down which chopped 

food or waste can be poured. Its non-slip 

edge prevents the board from sliding if 

stored upright and the locking hole in

the design doubles as a convenient 

hanging point.

Dishwasher safe.

Rinse&Chop™ Plus is the latest version 

of this hugely popular, folding chopping 

board, incorporating an improved, curved 

colander feature and a non-slip base.

When folded and locked, its unique, 

innovative design creates a small colander 

at one end enabling food to be rinsed 

and drained. When opened and laid flat 

the design becomes a knife-friendly,

non-slip chopping board.

Dimensions   42 x 26 x 2.5 cm   (16½ x 10¼ x 1 inches)

Fold and lock to rinse

Open and lay flat to chop

Fold and lock to pour

Rinse&Chop™ Plus - Green

(60081)
Rinse&Chop™ Plus - White

(60082)
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Food Station™

Glass worktop saver with
removable chopping mats
Design registered

With the mats removed, the toughened 

glass base provides an additional hygienic 

surface for food preparation.

Glass worktop saver - dishwasher safe. 

Chopping mats - hand wash only.

This highly versatile unit performs a 

variety of food preparation functions. Its 

three removable chopping mats provide 

large, double-sided cutting areas on 

which to work and their flexibility makes 

it easy to guide food into a pan or waste 

into a bin. Their strong colour coding 

helps reduce the likelihood of cross-

contamination and, when located on the 

glass base, they create a secure non-slip 

surface on which to cut.

Dimensions   37 x 27 x 1.2 cm   (16 x 11¾ x ½ inches)

Food Station™

(FOST011AS)
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Pop™

Set of 3 chopping mats
Design registered

Flexi-grip™ 
Chopping mat with
non-slip silicone base
Design registered

This colourful set of chopping mats are 

perfect for a range of food preparation 

tasks and conveniently snap together for 

easy storage. Each board has a double-

sided, knife-friendly cutting surface and is 

clearly colour-coded, making it easier to 

keep specific boards for specific tasks. 

This useful chopping mat is perfect for a 

variety of food preparation tasks. It has 

a knife-friendly, polypropylene cutting 

surface that is easy to clean, and a high-

quality silicone base, which makes it 

extremely non-slip and much more robust 

The ‘hole’ detail is designed to allow

the boards to be joined by simply pushing 

together, and it also provides the perfect 

hanging point.

Dishwasher safe.

than other mats available on the market.

Its flexibility means that it can be easily 

bent or folded to direct chopped food 

into a pan or food waste into a bin.

Top rack dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   24 x 34 x 0.6 cm   (16½ x 10¼ x 1 inches)

Dimensions    34cm x 24cm x 0.2 cm    

                        (133/8 x 9½ x 1/8 inches)

Pop™

(92104)

Flexi-grip™ - Green

(92100)

Flexi-grip™ - Thin Stripes

(92103)

Boards snap together for compact storage

Heavyweight silicone baseConvenient flexible design

Knife-friendly cutting surface
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Cleaning &
Organisation
With spring fast approaching, 

thoughts naturally turn to cleaning 

and organization around the home. 

Joseph Joseph’s coordinated range of 

utility products, bring practical

innovation and stylish design to 

objects not normally associated with 

these things. Household chores

have never been so easy or become 

such a pleasure to perform.
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Edge™

Washing-up brushes
with integrated sink rests
Designed by DonaldWentworth 

Design registered

edge of the sink, thereby saving space and allowing 

excess water and soap suds to drain neatly away.

The dish brush has a non-scratch brush head which 

is curved to help clean in the corners of trays and 

an integrated pan scraper for tough food deposits. 

The glass brush is perfectly shaped for cleaning 

glassware and baby bottles, and has bristles with 

variable stiffness for gentle, effective cleaning.

Dishwasher safe.

These distinctive brushes make full use of space 

around the sink…by conveniently storing inside it!

The design incorporates a non-slip resting point 

that enables each brush to be stored on the inside 

Dimensions  7 x 29 x 5 cm   (2¾ x 11½ x 2 inches)

Non-scratch bristles and pan scraper

Rounded brush head ideal for glassware

Edge™  

Glass Brush - Grey 

(85028)

Edge™  

Dish Brush - Grey 

(85026)

Edge™  

Glass Brush - Green 

(85027)

Edge™

Dish Brush - Green 

(85025)
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Edge™  Store
Sink tidy set
Designed by DonaldWentworth

Design registered

This practical design helps keep your 

sink area beautifully organised and mess 

free. It comprises a space-saving Edge™ 

dish brush, which has an integrated sink 

rest in its handle, along with a specially 

designed sink tidy base. The base has a 

vertical support from which the Edge™ 

dish brush can be neatly hung and a 

sponge-draining compartment for a wet 

sponge or scourer. 

A concealed reservoir beneath the unit 

collects any excess water and soapsuds 

ready for disposal. The unit has non-slip 

feet and can be dismantled for

easy cleaning.

Wash and dry by hand.

Dimensions   8 x 11 x 29 cm   (3 x 4¼ x 11½ inches)

Edge™ Store - White

(85007)
Edge™ Store - Grey

(85008)

Sponge-draining compartment

NEW
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Clean&Store™

Cleaning bucket with
removable storage caddy
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

This practical space-saving design comprises 

a removable storage caddy with space for a 

variety of cleaning paraphernalia, which fits 

neatly inside a large cleaning bucket. The 

caddy features a convenient carry handle, 

allowing you to transport cleaning products 

around the home, and twin cloth-holders.

The bucket has a large carry handle, square, 

easy-pour corners and a handy helper handle 

on the base for controlled pouring.

Bucket capacity – 12 litres (3 US gallons)

Dimensions   26 x 35.5 x 27 cm   (10¼ x 14 x 10½ inches)

Clean&Store™ - Grey 

(85030)
Clean&Store™ - White 

(85029)
 

Bucket with integrated carry handle 

Removable storage caddy

Space-saving design

Cloth holders at each end
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Twin Scrub™

2-in-1 scrubbing brush set
Design by Studio17 Design

Design registered

This original take on the ubiquitous 

scrubbing brush comprises two sizes of 

brush in one space-saving design. The 

main brush has an ergonomic handle 

for optimum comfort and stiff nylon 

bristles for effective cleaning of large 

surfaces. Stored neatly inside its handle 

is the second detail brush that’s perfect 

for scrubbing those hard-to-reach places 

around the home, such as the awkward 

gaps around tap bases.

To remove the detail brush from its 

compartment, simply push it out gently 

with your thumb. After use it clicks 

securely back into place for compact 

storage.

Wash and dry by hand.

Dimensions  13.5 x 9 x 7.3 cm   (5¼ x 3½ x 3 inches)

Reach awkward areas with the small detail brushStiff bristles for cleaning hard surfaces

Twin Scrub™ - Grey 

(85017)
Twin Scrub™ - Green

(85016)

NEW
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C-pump™

Single-handed soap dispenser
Designed by Chauhan Studio

Design registered

The unique design of this soap pump 

means that it can be easily operated with 

the back of one hand, helping to keep 

the top of the pump head cleaner and 

more hygienic. Simply place the hand into 

the C-shaped opening and press down 

firmly to dispense soap onto the fingers 

or into the palm of the hand.

The unit has a non-slip base, a soap-level 

indicator window on the reverse and is 

easy to fill and clean. Suitable for all types 

of liquid hand soap.

Wash and dry by hand.

Dimensions    8.5 x 8.5 x 19 cm   (3½ x 3½ x 7½ inches)

C-pump™ - White

(85053)
C-pump™ - Grey

(85054)

Easy to fill Push down gently with the back of your hand
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Wash&Drain™

Dishwashing bowl with
straining plug
Designed by Morph

Design registered

This basic piece of kitchen equipment is 

given a stylish and practical update with 

this smart, thoughtful design. It has an 

integrated plug which means water can 

be quickly drained away, eliminating the 

problem of lifting and emptying a heavy 

bowl. The plug can also be set to strain 

the water for food particles, allowing 

them to be easily disposed of and helping 

to prevent sink blockages.

Its steep sides help keep water and 

soapsuds safely inside and large carry 

handles mean it can be easily carried,

if required. Perfect for use in the sink or 

for washing dishes anywhere.

Hand wash only.

Dimensions   31 x 30 x 20 cm   (12¼ x 12 x 8 inches)

Wash&Drain™ - White

(85055)
Wash&Drain™ - Green

(85059)
Wash&Drain™ - Grey

(85056)
Wash&Drain™ - Pink

(85060)

Simply twist plug to drain or strain water

Easy to carry
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Flume™

Folding draining mat
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

This stylish mat provides a soft rubber 

surface for draining a variety of cups, 

glasses and bowls, and is perfect

for creating extra draining space when 

required. Its distinctive, concentric 

design and sloping base prevent

water being trapped in the mouths

of upturned cups and bowls and help 

direct water to the central channel, 

from where it can be easily drained. 

By simply picking up the corners either 

side of the central channel, the mat 

will naturally fold, allowing water to be 

accurately poured away. 

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   31 x 31 x 1 cm    

(12¼ x 12¼ x ½ inches)

Flume™ - Green

(85011)

Flume™ - Dark Grey

(85012)

Fold to easily drain water awayCreates additional draining space anywhere

Arena™

Self-draining dishrack
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

The innovative, compact design of this 

stylish dishrack provides lots of space 

for draining and storing plates, bowls, 

cups, glasses and utensils. Unlike other 

dishracks, it has flexible ribs that hold 

crockery securely in place, helping to 

prevent chips and scratches whilst drying.

The distinctive, concentric design and 

sloping base, channel water away quickly 

and efficiently and the integrated spout 

enables it to be drained directly into 

the sink. Extra-large utensil holders also 

ensure Arena™ is as practical as it

is stylish. Wash by hand.

Dimensions   35 x 44 x 11 cm   (13¾ x 17¼ x 4¼ inches)

Arena™ White/Green

(85002)

Arena™ Dark Grey/Grey

(85003)
Spout allows water to be drained directly into sink
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Drains water directly into sink Flip board over Captures water for draining later

Dimensions   39.5 x 37 x 3 cm   (14¾ x 14¾ x 1¼ inches)

Flip™

Double-sided draining board
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

This clever, reversible design allows 

you to drain the washing up virtually 

anywhere and is perfect for creating 

additional draining space when required. 

Both sides of the board have sloping ribs 

that prevent water being trapped in the 

mouths of upturned cups and bowls. 

On one side an integrated spout allows 

water to be drained directly into the sink, 

but when the board is flipped the design 

captures the excess water, trapping it 

at the opposite end for draining later. 

Non-slip feet on both sides keep the unit 

firmly in place on the work surface.

Dishwasher safe.

Flip™ - White

(85013)

Flip™ - Grey

(85014)
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SpoonBase™

Vertical utensil rest
Designed by Morph

Design registered

This simple but effective product provides 

a convenient place to rest cooking 

utensils during use, helping to keep work 

surfaces cleaner and more hygienic. 

However, unlike conventional spoon 

rests, utensils stand upright in the design 

which saves space on the work top and 

allows any mess to drain down into

the sturdy non-slip base, where it is 

neatly collected.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   8.5 x 8.5 x 16 cm   (3¼ x3½ x 6¼ inches)

SpoonBase™ - White

(85057)
SpoonBase™ - Grey

(85058)
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Easy-Tear™

Kitchen roll holder with
tearing blade
Designed by Goodwin Hartshorn

Design registered

This innovative product makes the task 

of tearing off paper towels much easier, 

particularly one handed. The design 

incorporates an upright tearing blade that 

provides a convenient edge against which 

to tear and its heavyweight, non-slip base 

provides added stability and excellent 

resistance when each sheet is pulled. Its 

self-adjusting mechanism fits a variety of 

kitchen roll sizes and ensures the roll is 

always held securely in place no matter 

how many sheets are left. The top of the 

tearing blade also provides a convenient 

carrying point, so the unit can be easily 

transported to wherever paper towels

are required.

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Dimensions   17.5 x 17.5 x 3 cm   (7 x 7 x 10 inches)

Easy-Tear™ - White

(85051)
Easy-Tear™ - Grey

(85052)

Align perforations against upright 
tearing blade and pull firmly

Easy to move and carry

Self-adjusting mechanism holds roll
firmly in place



Caddy™

Sink tidy
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

The washing up has never been so 

organised, with this highly practical 

design. The main body of the unit 

provides ample space for storing a 

washing-up liquid bottle and brush, and 

the integrated rail provides hanging and 

drying space for damp dishcloths.

A large draining plate within the base 

creates a dedicated area for placing wet 

sponges, and the concealed reservoir 

beneath the unit collects any drained 

water ready for disposal. The entire unit 

can be dismantled for easy cleaning.

Dishwasher safe.
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Dimensions   21 x 13 x 11.5 cm   (8¼ x 5 x 4½ inches) Dismantles for easy cleaning

Caddy™ - White/Green

(85021)
Caddy™ - Dark Grey/Grey

(85022)
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Sink Aid™

Self-draining sink tidy 
Design registered

This stylish design provides organised 

storage for a variety of washing-up 

equipment and, because it sits neatly 

inside the sink, any excess water or soap 

drains conveniently away. The design 

incorporates a rubber dish-brush grip, 

a sponge-draining compartment and a 

dishcloth hanging-rail.

Perfect for where space around the sink is 

limited, the whole unit can be dismantled 

for easy cleaning.

Dishwasher safe. 

Dimensions   19.5 x 13.5 x 11 cm   (75/8 x 5¼ x 43/8 inches)

Caddy™ - White/Green

(85023)
Caddy™ - Dark Grey/Grey

(85024)

Attaches securely inside sink

Dismantles for easy cleaning



DrawerStore™ Stowaway - Green

(85043)
DrawerStore™ Stowaway - Grey

(85044)
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DrawerStore™ Stowaway

This DrawerStore™ product provides 

organised storage for carrier bags and 

rolls of kitchen foil, cling film and bin 

liners. It has a carrier bag unit that holds 

and dispenses up to 25 plastic bags, 

and individual compartments that are 

suitable for standard-sized foil and cling-

film boxes. The expandable base tray is 

ideal for rolls of bin liners or other large 

items and can be finely adjusted to fit 

most drawer sizes. The two halves of 

the design lock securely together once 

in place. Fits drawer sizes from 34 cm 

(13.5”) up to 53.5 cm (21”).

Dimensions   Closed 36.5 x 28.3 x 5.5 cm   (14¼ x 111/8 x 21/8 inches)    Expanded 36.5 x 48 x 5.5 cm   (14¼ x 187/8 x 21/8 inches)

Dimensions   Closed 36.5 x 34 x 6.5 cm   (14½ x 13½ x 2½ inches)    Expanded 36.5 x 54 x 6.5 cm   (14½ x 21½ x 2½ inches)

DrawerStore™ Cutlery Tray

Organise messy cutlery drawers with 

this practical and smart storage solution. 

The two halves of the tray can be finely 

adjusted to fit a variety of drawer sizes 

and lock securely together once in place. 

The design provides four deep-sided 

compartments for holding cutlery, a 

utensil area for knives or larger kitchen 

tools and a handy, moveable storage dish 

for small, loose items. Fits a wide range 

of drawer sizes from 29 cm (11.4”) up to 

48 cm (18.9”).

1. Place base tray in 
corner of drawer

All DrawerStore™

products are easy to fit

2. Insert top tray and 
push down to lock

DrawerStore™ Cutlery Tray - Green

(85041)
DrawerStore™ Cutlery Tray - Grey

(85042)
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DrawerStore™

Expandable drawer organisers
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

DrawerStore™ Organiser

Most homes seem to have one drawer 

that holds a miscellany of household items 

such as batteries, scissors, paperclips and 

pens. DrawerStore™ Organiser is perfect for 

keeping these items neatly organised as it has 

a variety of differently sized compartments 

and a handy, moveable storage tray for small, 

loose objects. Fits drawer sizes from

34 cm (13.5”) up to 53.5 cm (21”).

Dimensions   Closed 36.5 x 34 x 5.5 cm   (14¼ x 13¼ x 2¼ inches)     Expanded 36.5 x 54 x 5.5 cm   (14¼ x 21¼ x 2¼ inches)

DrawerStore™ Organiser - Green

(85045)
DrawerStore™ Organiser - Grey

(85046)

DrawerStore™ is a co-ordinated range of 

products that provide organised storage 

solutions for the kitchen drawer. Each 

product in the range is tailored to a 

specific storage function, but all share the 

same twin-tray design which means they 

can be expanded and finely adjusted to 

fit a variety of drawer sizes.

All DrawerStore™ products are suitable 

for hand washing only.

Silver Award
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Segment™

Utensil pot with dividers
Designed by Studio17 Design

Design registered

Keep all your essential kitchen tools 

on hand with this stylish utensil pot.

Its angled, segmented design provides 

separate compartments for organised 

storage, preventing tools becoming 

tangled and difficult to remove

when required.

Its large capacity is ideal for storing a 

variety of spatulas, spoons and turners 

and the case and divider section can be 

separated for easy cleaning.

Dishwasher safe.

Dimensions   13.5 x 14.5 x 18.5 cm   (5½ x 6 x 7½ inches)

Segment™ - White/Green

(85031)
Segment™ - Dark Grey/Grey

(85032)

Unit separates for easy cleaning
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Gift Sets
Joseph Joseph products make the perfect gift idea for cooks of all abilities.

And our range of tailored gift sets make giving them even easier. Each set combines 

several of our innovative products in one stylish package. With a variety of themes 

available the only questions will be which one to choose...and whether to pass it on 

or keep it yourself!
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Dimensions   45 x 16 x 13 cm   (17¾ x 6¼ x 5 inches)

C-Pump™  Soap Dispenser - Green

Caddy™  Sink Tidy - Green

Edge™ Dish Brush - Green

3-Piece Kitchen Sink Set Keep your sink hygienic and tidy with this 

coordinated set comprising three items 

from our Cleaning & Organisation range. 

The ideal gift for perfectionists.

Set contains:

• C-pump™ Soap Dispenser (page 83)

• Caddy™ Sink Tidy (page 89)

• Edge™ Dish brush (page 78)

3-Piece Kitchen Sink Set

(98186)
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The Complete Carving Set Set contains:

• Duo™ Carve knife and fork carving set

   (page 53)

• Cut&Carve™ Plus chopping board

   (page 70)

This comprehensive set combines two of 

our most innovative products in one giftable 

package – providing everything you need for 

carving the perfect roast. For more details 

see the individual product pages.

Dimensions   37.5 x 29.5 x 4.5 cm   (14½ x 11½ x 1¾ inches)

Cut&Carve™ Plus Large

Multi-function chopping board - Black

Duo™ Carve

Compact knife and fork carving set

The Complete Carving Set  

(98169)

The Complete Carving Set

merchandiser

Holds 8 Reusable  

Suitable for all Cut&Carve™ chopping boards 

45 x 37.5 x 31 cm

(17½ x 11½ x 12 inches)

(99908)

NEW



Rocker™ garlic crusher - Green

Catcher™ citrus reamer - Green

Rotary Peeler™ - Green

Gadgets Gift Set This Gadget Gift Set comprises three 

innovative tools all designed to make the 

cooking process as easy and enjoyable as 

possible. Perfect for gadget-lovers and 

serious cooks alike.

Set contains:

• Rotary Peeler™  (page 29)

• Catcher™ citrus reamer (page 33)

• Rocker™ garlic crusher (page 27)

Dimensions   30.5 x 16.5 x 8 cm   (11¾ x 6½ x 3 inches)
Gadgets Gift Set

(98156)

Adjustable Rolling Pin -  

Aubergine/Eggplant

Elevate™ Pastry Brush

Pie™ kitchen timer - Pink

Elevate™  

Spatula - Small

Baking Gift Set This set comprises four highly practical 

baking items from our award-winning 

range, in striking pink and aubergine 

colourways, all presented in a stylish

gift box.

 Set contains:

• Elevate™ Pastry Brush (page 17)

• Elevate™ Spatula - Small (page 17)

• Pie™ kitchen timer (page 45)

• Adjustable Rolling Pin (page 34)

Dimensions   45 x 19 x 6.5 cm   (18 x 7½ x 2½ inches)
Baking Gift Set

(98150)
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Worktop Savers
Since 2003 Joseph Joseph have been delighting consumers everywhere with

their colourful, creative designs for these versatile boards. Whilst the designs 

change regularly, the fundamental product remains the same – a toughed glass 

surface with non-slip feet that’s perfect for preparing ingredients, serving food 

and using as a colourful pot stand.
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Orange

(ORAN014AS)
Tomato

(TOMA014AS)
Onion

(ONIO014AS)
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Made from toughened glass and with 

non-slip rubber feet, these multi-function 

boards provide a hygienic, odour- and 

stain-resistant work surface for all types 

of food preparation and presentation. 

In addition they can be used to protect 

tables and worktops from serving bowls 

and dishes. Available in a wide range of 

designs, they are heat-resistant up to 

280°C/536°F, dishwasher safe and carry 

a lifetime guarantee against breakage.

Shop Bakery

(90045) Sandwich

(90043)

Pastel Palette

(90065)

Orange Sticker

(90048)
Apple Sticker

(90047)
Banana Sticker

(90046)

Shop Deli

(90044)

Food Motifs

Colour Conversions

(CONC014AS)
Tea Crate  

(90050)

London Bus 

(90051)
Clapperboard

(90057)

Meatball

(90067)

Road Sign

(90058) 

Hotdog

(90066) 

Playing card

(90059)

Illustrations
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Prepare Serve Protect

Toughened Glass Worktop Savers
Multi-purpose boards for preparing and serving food

Bento Box  

(90055)
Seafarer Sardine Can

(90049)

Mosaic (tutti fruitti) 

(MOSTF012GB)
Thin Stripes

(THST012AS)

Coloured Rings

(COLR014AS)

Union Jack

(UNIO012AS)

Mini Mosaic

(MIMO012AS)

Patterns

Flavours

(90019)

40 x 30 x 0.7 cm
(16 x 12 x ¼ inches)Dimensions

30cm diam. x 0.7 cm
(12 diam. x ¼ inches)

30 x 30 x 0.7 cm
(12 x 12 x ¼ inches)

Bottle Tops

(90042)
Kitchen Tools

(KITT012AS)

NEW
DESIGNS

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Apple Segment

(90037)

Worktop Saver

counter-top merchandiser

Holds 12

Reusable

Max 40 x 41 x 33 cm 

Max (15¾ x 16¼ x 13¼ inches)

(MERC3881CB)
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Kitchen Beats Keep the kitchen rocking with these fun 

music-themed designs.

Record Player

(90040)
Boombox

(90020)
Citrus Mix

(90021)
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Tomato Vinyl

(90001)
Banana Vinyl

(90002)

Worktop Saver

counter-top merchandiser

Holds 12

Reusable

Max 40 x 41 x 33 cm

Max (15¾ x 16¼ x 13¼ inches)

(MERC3881CB

Classic Designs

40 x 30 x 0.7 cm
(16 x 12 x ¼ inches)

20 x 30 x 0.7 cm
(16 x 12 x ¼ inches)

Silver 30x40

(SILVE012GB)

Clear 30x40

(CLEG012GB)

Bar Board Clear

(CLBB0100SW)
Black 30x40

(BLAC012AS)

Icons & Characters One of our most popular ranges, these 

distinctive designs recreate uncanny 

likenesses of some of the world’s most 

iconic figures, entirely from ingredients.

30 x 30 x 0.7 cm
(12 x 12 x ¼ inches)

The King

(ELVI015AS)
Marilyn

(MARI015AS)

Hot Lips

(HOLI015AS)

Process
Cyan

Process
Magenta

Process
Yellow

Process
Black

Cutter guide
DO NOT 

PRINT

Brand : Joseph Joseph
Product : 
Format : Adobe Illustrator CS5 �le 

Date : 
File name :

Additional notes

Joseph Joseph Ltd, The Grove, 30 Great Guildford Street, London SE1 0HS, UK. Tel: +44 (0)20 7261 1800  Email: peggy@josephjoseph.com   

co
lo
ur
s

France Gastronomy Map  

(90054)
UK Gastronomy Map  

(90053)

Cook

(COOK015AS)

USA Gastronomy Map  

(90052)

Whip Stir Chop

(90009)

40 x 30 x 0.7 cm
(16 x 12 x ¼ inches)Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions
30cm diam. x 0.7 cm
(12 diam. x ¼ inches)

30 x 30 x 0.7 cm
(12 x 12 x ¼ inches)

Typographic
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Merchandisers & POS Reusable and free-standing units are 

made from powder-coated

steel and can be replenished with stock 

as required. See our price list for more 

details (conditions apply). 

Convenient, counter-top and free-

standing merchandising units are 

available for many of our products.

Disposable counter-top units are made 

from high-quality, laminated card and

are supplied fully stocked with the 

colours indicated.

Disposable counter-top units

Catcher™

Contains 12 

(6 x Grey, 6 x Green)

31 x 26 x 17 cm 

(12¼ x 10¼ x 6¾ inches) 

(MERRG881PB)

Rotary Peeler™

Contains 12

(4 x Green, 4 x Pink,

4 x Grey)

16 x 36 x 20.6 cm 

(6¼ x 14¼ x 8 inches)

(PEBM0100CB)

Stretch™

Contains 12

(4 x Pink, 4 x Green,

4 x Black)

20 x 20 x 14 cm 

(7¾ x 7¾ x 5½ inches)

(70034)

QuickSnap™ 

Contains 8

(2 x White, 2 x Pink,

2 x Blue, 2 x Green)

39 x 14.5 x 37.5 cm 

(15¾ x 5¾ x 14¾ 

inches)

(ICEMIX010CB)

Easy-press™ 

counter-top merchan-

diser

Contains 8 (4 x Green, 

4 x Grey)

Disposable

14.3 x 37 x 22.5 cm

5¾ x 14½ x 9 inches

(20069)

Scoot™

Contains 12

(4 x Red, 4 x Grey,

4 x Green)

22 x 16 x 20 cm 

(8¾ x 6¼ x 7¾ inches)

(20004)

Scoop™ Large

Contains 12

(4 x Green, 4 x Grey,

4 x Red)

35 x 25 x 35 cm 

(9½ x 9¾ x 13½ inches)

(10015)

Switch™

counter-top

merchandiser

Contains 12

Disposable

14.5 x 37 x 18.5 cm 

(5¾ x 14½ x 7¼ inches)

(20053)

Fold-flat Grater™ Plus

counter-top merchan-

diser

Contains 8 (4 x Green 

4 x Grey)

Disposable 

22 x 45 x 45.5 cm    

(8¾ x 17½ x 18 inches)

(20026)

Twist™

counter-top

merchandiser

Contains 12

Disposable

26.5 x 28 x 33 cm 

(10½ x 11 x 13 inches)

(20072)

Rocker™

counter-top

merchandiser

Contains 12

Disposable

24.5 x 30.5 x 24 cm 

(9½ x 12 x 9½ inches)

(20064)

Pie™

Contains 12

(4 x Green, 4 x Pink,

4 x Grey)

16.5 x 27 x 23 cm 

(6¼ x 10½ x 9 inches)

(PIEM0100CB)

Twin-Cut™ counter-top

merchandiser

Contains 16

Disposable

14 x 14 x 9 cm 

(5½ x 5½ x 3½ inches)

(10069)

Reusable counter-top units

Rinse&Chop™ Plus 

Holds 12

40 x 44 x 28 cm 

(15¾ x 11 x 17¼ inches)

(MERC3881CB)

Worktop Saver 

Holds 12

Max 40 x 41 x 33 cm 

(15¾ x 16¼ x 13¼ inches)

(MERC3881CB)

Small free-standing

merchandiser

Suitable for use with all 

hanging product

33 x 22.5 x 43 cm 

(13 x 9 x 17 inches)

(99985)

Elevate™ Knives

free-standing merchandiser

Suitable for all

Elevate™ Knives

hanging packaging

35 x 23 x 42 cm 

(13¾ x 9 x 16½ inches)

(99952)
NB. Image shows two units to

gether

102  WORKTOP SAVERS

Large free-standing merchandiser

For use with all products except 

Worktop Savers

(conditions apply)

70 x 80 x 170 cm

(27½ x 31½ x 67 inches)

(MER2881PB)

Chop2Pot™ Plus free-standing 

merchandiser

Suitable for all sizes

(conditions apply)

Holds 72

50 x 50 x 160 cm

(19½ x 19½ x 63 inches)

(99980)

Free-standing merchandising units

Chop2Pot™ Plus 

Holds 12

40 x 40 x 22 cm 

(15¾ x 8¾ x 15¾ inches)

(MERC3881CB)

Chop2Pot™ Plus Large 

Holds 12

40 x 49 x 27 cm 

(15¾ x 10¾ x 19¼ inches)

(MERC3881CB)

The Complete Carving Set 

merchandiser

Holds 8 Reusable

Suitable for all Cut&Carve™ 

chopping boards 

45 x 37.5 x 31 cm

(17½ x 11½ x 12 inches)

(99908)

Free-standing merchandiser

For use with Kitchen Tools, Cleaning & Organisation

or Worktop Savers (conditions apply)

52 x 50 x 168 cm

(20½ x 19¾ x 66 inches)

(MERKT2881PB) Hanging product

(ACCPOS1) Cleaning & Organisation

(ACCPOS2) Kitchen Tools



Showcards

Print-ready artwork available for the front face of showcards

Various products (conditions apply)

26 x 16 cm (10¼ x 6¼ inches)

Triscale™ Nest™ Plus Elevate™ Kitchen Tools

Prep&Serve™

(99910)

Index™ Advance

Elevate™ Knives Duo™ Carve

(99911)

Elevate™ Wood

(99909)

SpiceStore™ 

(99912)

FoodStore™ 

(99913)

104  MERCHANDISERS & POS

UK

Trade customer enquiries and ordering

Email: sales@josephjoseph.com

General account enquiries

Email: accounts@josephjoseph.com

General enquiries

Email: info@josephjoseph.com 

Press enquiries

Stacey Rose, Profile PR
Tel: 020 7394 7717
Email: stacey@profilepublicrelations.com

USA

Trade customer enquiries and ordering

Email: customercare@josephjoseph.com

Press enquiries

Dan Kulp
Rachel Litner Associates
Tel: 973 994 5167
Fax: 973 994 5170
Email: dan@rlitner.com

Contact us

Joseph Joseph Ltd.
The Grove
30 Great Guildford Street
London, SE1 0HS
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)207 261 1800
Fax: +44 (0)207 928 3396
info@josephjoseph.com

www.josephjoseph.com

We are proud to have won 
the following awards:

Joseph Joseph Inc.
41 Madison Avenue, 
15th Floor
New York
NY100101

Toll Free: 866 940 1875 
Fax: 866 798 4518
customercare@josephjoseph.com

www.josephjoseph.com

Honourable Mention 2013 - TriScale™

Winner 2012 - Twist™

Winner 2012 - Nest Utensils™

Winner 2010 - Y-Grinder™

Honourable Mention 2010 - Hands On™

Winner 2009 - Nest 8™

Winner 2008 - Folding Colander

Winner 2011 - Pie™ 
Winner 2010 - Y-Grinder™

Winner 2010 - Hands On™

Winner 2009 - Nest 8™

Winner 2012 - Nest™ 9 Plus
Highly Commended 2012 - Arena™

Winner 2011 - Pie™

Highly Commended 2011 - Rocker™

Winner 2010 - Hands On™

Highly Commended 2010 - Y-Grinder™

Winner 2008 - Index™

Winner 2011 - Pie™

Winner 2013
Winner 2012
Winner 2011

Winner 2009 Kitchenware - Nest 8™

Winner 2009 Food Preparation - Folding Colander

Winner 2012 - No-spill Mill™

Winner 2013 Innovation Award 
Winner 2013 - Wash&Drain™ 
Winner 2012 Innovation Award
Winner 2011 Innovation Award
Winner 2009 Innovation Award 
Winner 2009 - Nest 8™

Winner 2008 Cutting Edge Award - Index™

Winner Gold 2013 - TriScale™

Winner Silver 2013 - DrawerStore™ Cutlery Tray


